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The Crye Precision G4 Uniform: 
Uncompromising, for uncompromising individuals. 

G4 FR uniforms’ design is uniquely specific to FR protection. 
Designed with High Strength Commando Twill, providing lightweight 
protection with a high strength-to-weight ratio. The fabric quickly 
self-extinguishes and maintains 8.5 times higher air permeability 
and faster dry time than 50/50 NYCO, while the Coolderm™ 
moisture management technology wicks sweat away from skin – an 
integral component when dealing with high-heat situations.

G4 HOT WEATHER uniforms are designed specifically for the 
demands of harsh jungle environments and austere arid operations. 
The innovation lies heavily in the fast-drying nylon ripstop fabric 
with MCS Blocker™, which wicks away moisture and provides UV 
protection, combined with the moisture-wicking Polartec® Power Dry® 
mesh with antimicrobial finish that keeps you cool and dry. 

G4 STANDARD is our most innovative uniform line to date. Designed 
to be lightweight, breathable, and durable thanks to our custom stretch 
VTX RIPSTOP™ fabric, along with Invista’s T420 high-tenacity nylon 
fiber. The integrated stretch allows for the athletic and streamlined cut 
with maximum mobility throughout the entire garment. Ideal for a wide 
range of temperatures.

G4 TEMPERATE SHELL provides weather resistance in mild 
temperatures, all-over stretch for enhanced mobility, and reduced 
bulk when layering. Designed to be layered with the Aclima® 
baselayers in cooler climates.

G4 FEMALE FIT The number of brave women in combat roles 
and tactical law enforcement positions continues to rise, and 
with that comes the need for apparel suited to meet their specific 
demands and body types. From women serving in military and law 
enforcement to civilians who require quality range apparel, the 
G4 Female Fit line is designed for the woman who takes her work, 
training, and lifestyle seriously.



SAMPLE TEXT

We here at Crye Precision pride ourselves on our nearly 20 years of uniform 
development. Our G4 uniform line is the sum of our research and extensive 
testing, resulting in unmatched performance and revolutionary design.  
The line has expanded to offer something for every environment and condition. 
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G4 FEMALE FIT COMBAT UNIFORM™
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5
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MULTICAM®

COLORS

SHIRT SIZES

Reduced zipper length

Front seam bust shaping

Optimized knee pad placement

Minimized shoulder width

Shortened body length

Hip shaping

Reduced leg circumference

3XLG 2XMD XLSMXS

SHIRT / PANT LENGTHS

SHORT REGULAR LONG

WAIST SIZES

28 34 4030 36 4232 38 44 462624
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4

KHAKI R. GREEN

NEW NEW NEW

BLACK

FEATURES
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G4 FEMALE FIT FIELD UNIFORM™
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6

5

SHIRT SIZES

Reduced CF placket width, placket buttons right over left

Set-in shoulder pockets with internal expansion, mesh lined for 
ventilation, set in loop, low profile pen pockets, zippered welts

Raised chest pocket position

Front seam bust shaping

Minimized shoulder width

Waist shaping panel

Hip Shaping

3XLG 2XMD XLSMXS

SHIRT / PANT LENGTHS

SHORT REGULAR LONG

WAIST SIZES

28 34 4030 36 4232 38 44 462624

1

1

3

4

2

2

5

6

6

7

7

FEATURES

MULTICAM®

COLORS

KHAKI R. GREEN

NEW NEW NEW

BLACK
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G4 COMBAT UNIFORM™
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MULTICAM®

BLACK
MULTICAM®

ARID
MULTICAM®

TROPIC

COLORS

SHIRT SIZES

Lightweight and highly durable VTX Ripstop™ fabric

Adjustable padded waist with low profile die cut  
VELCRO® adjust tabs

Set in low profile thigh cargo pockets with bellow at back for 
expansion, thermo-bonded flaps tuck cleanly into pocket

Mesh venting on all pockets for maximum airflow

Accepts our AIRFLEX™ SERIES COMBAT KNEE PADS and 
ELBOW PADS (sold separately)

Set in shoulder pockets with internal expansion, set in loop, 
low profile pen pockets, zippered welt

Flatlock seams for comfort

SHIRT / PANT LENGTHS

WAIST SIZES

28 34 4030 36 4232 38 44 4626

1

3

2

4

5

6

7

Overall stretch for increased mobility & comfort8

FEATURES

3

MULTICAM® FULL
MULTICAM®

KHAKI R. GREEN

3XLG 2XMD XLSMXS

SHORT REGULAR LONG XLONG

32

6 7

BLACK
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G4 FIELD UNIFORM™
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SHIRT SIZES

SHIRT / PANT LENGTHS

WAIST SIZES

28 34 4030 36 4232 38 44 4626

FEATURES

Lightweight and highly durable VTX Ripstop™ fabric

Adjustable waist with low profile die cut VELCRO® 
adjust tabs

Mesh venting on all pockets for maximum airflow

Mesh internal elbow pad pockets

Set in shoulder pockets with internal expansion, set in loop, 
low profile pen pockets, zippered welt

Set in chest pockets with thermo-bonded flap, expansion 
bellow at side, die cut VELCRO® closures

Pocket flaps shaped to tuck cleanly into pockets

1

2

3

6

4

5

7

Overall stretch for increased mobility & comfort8

Accepts AIRFLEX™ SERIES FIELD KNEE PAD 

and ELBOW PAD (sold separately)
9

6

3XLG 2XMD XLSMXS

SHORT REGULAR LONG XLONG

MULTICAM®

BLACK
MULTICAM®

ARID
MULTICAM®

TROPIC

COLORS

MULTICAM®

KHAKI R. GREEN

2

6

4

5

BLACK
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G4 FR COMBAT UNIFORM™

6

4

2

3

5

7

SHIRT SIZES

SHIRT / PANT LENGTHS

WAIST SIZES

28 34 4030 36 4232 38 44 4626

FEATURES
Innovative, high strength Commando™ twill fabric 
from TenCate®

Multiple pass-throughs to cargo pocket to hold charges

Adjustable padded waist with low profile die cut 
VELCRO® adjust tab

Flatlock seam at front and back of side panel

VELCRO® waist and fly closure

Underarm panels shaped for enhanced mobility

Shaped hem, longer in the back

Accepts AIRFLEX™ SERIES COMBAT KNEE 

PAD and ELBOW PAD (sold separately)

1

2

3

6

4

5

7

8

3XLG 2XMD XLSMXS

SHORT REGULAR LONG XLONG

COLORS

MULTICAM® KHAKI R. GREEN BLACK

5

2 3

7
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G4 FR FIELD UNIFORM™

SHIRT SIZES

SHIRT / PANT LENGTHS

WAIST SIZES

28 34 4030 36 4232 38 44 4626

FEATURES

Innovative, high strength Commando™ twill fabric 
from TenCate®

Dedicated knife holder with reinforced opening

Zip thigh pocket sized for phone

Arm shaped for enhanced mobility

VELCRO® fly closure

Hidden button placket

1

2

3

7

8

4

6

3XLG 2XMD XLSMXS

SHORT REGULAR LONG XLONG

COLORS

MULTICAM® KHAKI R. GREEN BLACK

6

2

7

4

5

3

Set-in shoulder pockets with internal expansion, set 
in loop, low profile pen pockets, zippered welt5

5

2 4

6

Accepts AIRFLEX™ SERIES FIELD KNEE PAD 

and ELBOW PAD (sold separately)
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G4 HOT WEATHER 
COMBAT UNIFORM™

6

3

7

8

MULTICAM®

COLORS

SHIRT SIZES

SHIRT / PANT LENGTHS

WAIST SIZES

28 34 4030 36 4232 38 44 4626

FEATURES

Durable, ultra-lightweight & fast drying fabric

Overall minimal design to reduce weight and 
maximize ventilation

Crotch gusset for enhanced mobility

Drawstring cuff opening

Adjustable thermo-bonded cuff tab

Mesh ventilation behind knee pad & shaping for 
enhanced mobility

Shoulder pocket with button closure and 
thermo-bonded flap

Shaped hem, longer in the back to stay tucked in

1

2

3

5

7

4

6

8

KHAKI

3XLG 2XMD XLSMXS

SHORT REGULAR LONG XLONG

Accepts AIRFLEX™ SERIES COMBAT KNEE PAD 

(sold separately)
9

FULL
MULTICAM®

MULTICAM®

ARID
MULTICAM®

TROPIC

7

3 6

8
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G4 HOT WEATHER
 FIELD UNIFORM™

6

2

5

3

MULTICAM®

COLORS

SHIRT SIZES

SHIRT / PANT LENGTHS

WAIST SIZES

28 34 4030 36 4232 38 44 4626

FEATURES

Durable, ultra-lightweight & fast drying fabric

Covered zipper thigh pockets

Built in lower leg gaiter for insect repellency

Drawstring pant cuff opening

Adjustable thermo-bonded shirt cuff tab

Shoulder pocket with button closure and 
thermo-bonded flap

Overall minimal design to reduce weight and 
maximize ventilation

1

2

3

4

6

5

7

R. GREEN

3XLG 2XMD XLSMXS

SHORT REGULAR LONG XLONG

8
Accepts AIRFLEX™ SERIES FIELD KNEE PAD 

(sold separately)

MULTICAM®

ARID
MULTICAM®

TROPIC

5

2 3

6
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G4 TEMPERATE SHELL 
COMBAT UNIFORM™

COLORS

SHIRT SIZES

PANT LENGTHS

WAIST SIZES

28 34 4030 36 4232 38 44 4626

FEATURES

Low profile zippered shoulder pockets

Zip thigh pockets sized for phone

Adjustable draw cord hem

Adjustable padded pant waist with low 
profile die cut VELCRO® adjust tabs

Cuffs with integrated thumb loops

Adjustable snap hem

Media port exit at wearer’s right interior pocket bag

Multiple pass-throughs to cargo pocket 
to hold charges1

5

2

6

3

7

4

8

3XLG 2XMD XLSMXS

SHORT REGULAR LONG XLONG

MULTICAM® R. GREEN BLACK

5

4

2

3

8

1

7
6Accepts AIRFLEX™ SERIES COMBAT KNEE PAD 

(sold separately)
9

7

1 4

8
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G4 TEMPERATE SHELL 
FIELD UNIFORM™

SHIRT SIZES

PANT LENGTHS

WAIST SIZES

28 34 4030 36 4232 38 44 4626

3XLG 2XMD XLSMXS

SHORT REGULAR LONG XLONG

FEATURES

Zip thigh pocket sized for phone

Adjustable waist with low profile die cut 
VELCRO® adjust tab

Set in low profile thigh cargo pocket with bellow 
at back for expansion, thermo-bonded flap tucks 
cleanly into pocket

Dedicated knife holder with reinforced opening1

2

3

4

Low profile zippered shoulder pockets

Adjustable draw cord hem

Cuffs with integrated thumb loops

Media port exit at wearer’s right interior pocket bag

5

6

7

8

COLORS

MULTICAM® R. GREEN BLACK

5

2

1

8

4

7

3

6
9

Accepts AIRFLEX™ SERIES FIELD KNEE PAD 

(sold separately)

5

1 2

6
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UNIFORMS
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G4 COMBAT SHIRT™
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G3 COMBAT UNIFORM™

1

4

2

6

5

3

COLORS

SHIRT / PANT LENGTHS

WAIST SIZES

28 34 4030 36 4232 38 44 4626

FEATURES

Simple knee pad height adjuster located in front 
thigh pocket

Unique low-profile waist adjust system

Each cargo pocket conceals water bottle/magazine 
stabilizer

Comfort placket behind zipper

Double layer bicep pocket

Built-in flap covers kneecap opening when not 
using knee pads

Eye-pro holder and pen pocket

1

2

3

5

7

4

6

SHIRT SIZES

3XLG 2XMD XLSMXS

SHORT REGULAR LONG XLONG

4 6

MULTICAM® MULTICAM®

ARID
MULTICAM®

TROPIC
MULTICAM®

BLACK

KHAKI

WOLF GRAY

R. GREEN BLACK

NAVY
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G3 FIELD UNIFORM™

2

1

6

7

5

COLORS

SHIRT / PANT LENGTHS

WAIST SIZES

28 34 4030 36 4232 38 44 4626

FEATURES

Dedicated knife/light holder that still allows pocket 
access

Large front thigh pockets

Extended zip fly

No-snag button closure on shirt

Flexible VELCRO® brand hook-and-loop 
configuration on bicep pocket

Built-in VELCRO® brand cinches on cuffs

Dual-access NoProfile™ chest pocket design

1

2

3

4

6

5

7

SHIRT SIZES

3XLG 2XMD XLSMXS

SHORT REGULAR LONG XLONG

3

Accepts our AIRFLEX™ SERIES ELBOW PADS and 
FIELD KNEE PADS (sold separately)8

1 5

MULTICAM® MULTICAM®

ARID
MULTICAM®

TROPIC
MULTICAM®

BLACK

KHAKI R. GREEN BLACK

WOLF GRAYNAVY



JOINT PROTECTION



SAMPLE TEXT

AIRFLEX™ IMPACT FIELD KNEE PADS
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FEATURES

Pads easily integrate with combat and field apparel

Lightweight yet highly durable construction

Compatible with all current and legacy apparel

Dual density foam provides impact dissipation  
and comfort

1

2

3

4

AIRFLEX™ IMPACT PADS

PAT. WWW.LWPATENTS.COM

A

C

B

AIRFLEX™ IMPACT PADS introduce unmatched mobility and 

protection to our integrated joint protection system. Designed to be 

compatible with all our uniforms, these highly engineered protective 

pads are crafted for improved mobility, enhanced comfort and 

increased performance. Pads are sold as a pair.  

Made in the US from US materials.

DESIGN

The AIRFLEX™ IMPACT COMBAT KNEE PAD offer enhanced impact 

protection, comfort and flexibility by incorporating dual-

density foam, a unique impact absorbing cap structure, and 

an expanded VELCRO® attachment area. These pads exceed 

impact protection requirements of test standard EN14404. 

These pads are specifically tailored to integrate with all styles 

of our COMBAT PANTS™. 

AIRFLEX™ IMPACT COMBAT KNEE PADSA

These lightweight vented knee pads incorporate a unique 

dual-density foam for enhanced comfort and increased impact 

protection. Compatible with all styles of our FIELD PANTS™.  

Sold as a pair. Only available in black.  

Made in the US from US materials.

AIRFLEX™ IMPACT FIELD KNEE PADSB

These lightweight vented elbow pads incorporate a unique 

dual-density foam for enhanced comfort and increased impact 

protection.  Compatible with all styles of our FIELD SHIRTS™ 

and G4 / G3 COMBAT SHIRTS™. Sold as a pair. Only available in 

black. Made in the US from US materials.

AIRFLEX™ IMPACT ELBOW PADSC

KHAKI R. GREEN BLACK

COLORS

SIZE
One size fits all

SIZE
One size fits all
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PAT. WWW.LWPATENTS.COM

CB

A

EXTENSIVELY TESTED IMPACT PROTECTION AND IMPROVED COMFORT

AIRFLEX™
  IMPACT PAD TECHNOLOGY

HIGH DENSITY CLOSED-CELL FOAM 
DISTRIBUTES AND DISSIPATES 
FORCE VIA COMPRESSION

RIBBED ELASTOMETER 
CAP ABSORBS IMPACT 
ENERGY VIA DISPLACEMENT

MULTI-DIRECTIONAL FLEX 
AND ENHANCED IMPACT 
PROTECTION ON KNEECAP

LOW DENSITY CLOSED-CELL
FOAM FORMS TO THE BODY
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AIRFLEX™ PADS

PAT. WWW.LWPATENTS.COM

AIRFLEX™ PADS represent protection and freedom of movement. 

Designed for compatibility with our uniforms and armor, these highly 

engineered technical pads are tailored for mobility and performance. 

Pads are sold as a pair. Made in the US from US materials.

DESIGN

The AIRFLEX™ COMBAT KNEE PAD features a flexible cap 

for complete freedom of movement. AIRFLEX™ PADS are 

compatible with all current and legacy apparel that accepts 

our joint protection pads. AIRFLEX™ PADS are so comfortable, 

light, and flexible you almost forget you are wearing them. 

Sold as a pair. Available in all three colors. 

AIRFLEX™ COMBAT KNEE PADSA

Lightweight, flexible, and vented knee pads for all of our FIELD 

PANTS™. Sold as a pair. Only available in black. 

AIRFLEX™ FIELD KNEE PADSB

Lightweight, flexible, and vented elbow pads for all Crye 

Precision FIELD SHIRTS™ and G3 COMBAT SHIRTS™. Sold as a 

pair. Only available in black.

AIRFLEX™ ELBOW PADSC

A

C

SIZE
One size fits all

KHAKI R. GREEN BLACK

COLORS

SIZE
One size fits all

B

FEATURES

Pads easily integrate with combat and field apparel

Lightweight yet highly durable construction

Compatible with all current and legacy apparel

Entirely flexible pad provides excellent comfort

1

2

3

4
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OUTERWEAR 30

The ATO – ALPINE TERRAIN OPERATIONS® line of outerwear is a 
multi-layer system developed to perform in the harshest cold weather 
environments. The line allows the wearer to tailor the system to suit 

their needs no matter the condition or level of activity. 
ATO is the next level in extreme cold mission-ready outerwear.

INTRODUCING

®
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DESIGN

7

ATO MID LOFT

COLORS

MULTICAM®

ALPINE

SIZES

FEATURES

Stowable hood with fit adjustment

Thumb cuffs for increased thermal protection

Zippered pockets with glove compatible pulls

Interior zippered chest pocket

Pass through pockets for access to under layer

Ski boot compatible ¾ length

Full length side zippers

1

2

3

4

6

5

7

1 2

6

The ATO – ALPINE TERRAIN OPERATIONS® MID LOFT is designed to provide 

warmth and wind protection when static while avoiding overheating during 

movement. The jacket is constructed with a durable wind resistant nylon 

fabric that is lightweight and packable. The Polartec® Alpha® Direct 

insulation is a uniquely constructed knit that does not require a lining layer, 

reducing the overall bulk but maintaining a high Clo value. The insulation 

is also highly breathable and designed to allow excellent ventilation during 

high activity in cold temperatures. It can be worn as a concealment outer 

layer in warmer temperatures and an insulation layer in the cold. It has a roll 

out helmet compatible hood that is stowed in the collar. The pant features 

an adjustable waist, glove compatible zippers, and pass through hand 

pockets to access under layers. Full side leg zips for easy donning/doffing 

over boots. ¾ Length to allow a better fit when worn with ski boots and 

provide warmth at crucial areas of leg. Made in the US from US materials.

LGMD XL 2X 3XSMXS

MULTICAM® R. GREEN BLACK

1

5

7
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The ATO – ALPINE TERRAIN OPERATIONS® HIGH LOFT is a static 

insulation layer for cold weather environments. The Climashield® 

Apex insulation is thermally mapped with three different weights that 

deliver optimized warmth while minimizing overheating. The unique 

reversible design provides both alpine and woodland concealment 

as needed. It is constructed with a durable nylon outer fabric that is 

wind resistant and packable. Designed to be layered over baselayer, 

midlayer and uniform tops as well as armor. Stuff sack included. 

Made in the US from US and non-US materials.

DESIGN

7

ATO HIGH LOFT 

SIZES

FEATURES

Zip off hood, helmet compatible with reinforced visor

Hand pockets fleece lined for warmth

Elasticized cuff with thumb strap to keep out cold/snow

Reversible design

Zippered pass through pockets

Set in cargo pocket with thermo bonded continuous flap

¾ leg zipper with snap tab at bottom hem

1

2

3

4

6

5

7

3 4

5

N
E

W

LGMD XL 2X 3XSMXS

COLORS

MULTICAM®/ 
MULTICAM®

ALPINE

R. GREEN/
WHITE

6

1
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WOOLNET CREW NECK 
SHIRT & PANTS

HOTWOOL POLO & PANTS

BLACK

BLACK

COLORS

COLORS

ACLIMA WOOLNET® is designed for high-intensity activities 

when moisture transport, weight, ventilation and the highest 

functionality is the most important. The net construction creates 

small air pockets that provide excellent insulation, reducing 

overheating. Thanks to the material’s ability to transport moisture, 

the temperature is regulated during high and low-intensity 

levels, almost like a thermostat. The wool net is fast drying and 

comfortably stretchy.

ACLIMA HOTWOOL is a more robust base layer for activities in freezing 

temperatures. Its thicker Merino wool composition makes for a 

durable and warm base layer due to its wool/polyester/polyamide 

blend. HotWool’s terry interior creates insulative air pockets that 

trap the wearer’s body heat. This trait has made Aclima HotWool a 

go-to base layer for Special Operations Forces in cold climates. Layer 

the HotWool baselayers over the Woolnet layers for extreme cold 

environments, when maximum insulation is required.

DESIGN

DESIGN

SIZES

3XLG 2XMD XLSMXS

SIZES

3XLG 2XMD XLSMXS
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OUTERWEAR 36OUTERWEAR 36

The ATO - ALPINE TERRAIN OPERATIONS® LIGHTWEIGHT OVERWHITE 

offers quick alpine concealment in a highly packable, lightweight 

design. Constructed from a durable and water-resistant nylon shell, it 

features shoulder and pit zipper pass-through pockets to access gear 

underneath and provide ventilation. The jacket sleeves stay in place 

with stretch thumb loop cuffs and an adjustable elastic cord waist and 

hem keeps out the cold. The pant offers full length outseam zippers 

that allow for quick donning and doffing when transitioning between 

environments. Oversized cargo pockets accommodate essential cold 

weather gear and zippered thigh vents provide airflow as needed to 

prevent overheating. Designed to be layered over baselayer, uniform, 

outerwear as well as plate carriers. Made in the US from US materials.

DESIGN

7

ATO LW OVERWHITE

COLORS

MULTICAM®

ALPINE

SIZES

FEATURES

Helmet compatible hood opening with extended visor

Pit zip continues to front for plate carrier access

Shoulder pass throughs

Tweave elastic thumbloops

Full leg zipper for easy donning & doffing

Inner thigh mesh zip vent

Expandable cargo pocket with thermo bonded flap

1

2

3

4

6

5

7

1 2

6

N
E

W

LGMD XL 2X 3XSMXS

4

3

2

6

5

1

7
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WOOLNET CREW NECK 
SHIRT & PANTS

HOTWOOL POLO & PANTS

BLACK

BLACK

COLORS

COLORS

ACLIMA WOOLNET® is designed for high-intensity activities 

when moisture transport, weight, ventilation and the highest 

functionality is the most important. The net construction creates 

small air pockets that provide excellent insulation, reducing 

overheating. Thanks to the material’s ability to transport moisture, 

the temperature is regulated during high and low-intensity 

levels, almost like a thermostat. The wool net is fast drying and 

comfortably stretchy.

ACLIMA HOTWOOL is a more robust base layer for activities in freezing 

temperatures. Its thicker Merino wool composition makes for a 

durable and warm base layer due to its wool/polyester/polyamide 

blend. HotWool’s terry interior creates insulative air pockets that 

trap the wearer’s body heat. This trait has made Aclima HotWool a 

go-to base layer for Special Operations Forces in cold climates. Layer 

the HotWool baselayers over the Woolnet layers for extreme cold 

environments, when maximum insulation is required.

DESIGN

DESIGN

SIZES

3XLG 2XMD XLSMXS

SIZES

3XLG 2XMD XLSMXS
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OUTERWEAR 38OUTERWEAR 38

The ATO - ALPINE TERRAIN OPERATIONS® LIGHTWEIGHT OVERWHITE 

offers quick alpine concealment in a highly packable, lightweight 

design. Constructed from a durable and water-resistant nylon shell, it 

features shoulder and pit zipper pass-through pockets to access gear 

underneath and provide ventilation. The jacket sleeves stay in place 

with stretch thumb loop cuffs and an adjustable elastic cord waist and 

hem keeps out the cold. The pant offers full length outseam zippers 

that allow for quick donning and doffing when transitioning between 

environments. Oversized cargo pockets accommodate essential cold 

weather gear and zippered thigh vents provide airflow as needed to 

prevent overheating. Designed to be layered over baselayer, uniform, 

outerwear as well as plate carriers. Made in the US from US materials.

DESIGN

7

ATO HD OVERWHITE

COLORS

MULTICAM®

ALPINE

SIZES

FEATURES

Wire reinforced visor at helmet compatible hood

Ventilation pit zips, extends to front for armor access

Zippered shoulder pocket

Elasticized cuff with thumb loop keeps out cold

Inner thigh mesh zip vent

Interior kneepad pocket

Full length zipper with snap at bottom hem & 2 way slider

1

2

3

4

6

5

7

1 2

6
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E

W

LGMD XL 2X 3XSMXS

4

3

2

6

5

1

7



OUTERWEAR



SAMPLE TEXT

LOFT JACKET
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LWF™ 2.0

3
2

6

1

DESIGN

COLORS

SIZES

3XLG 2XMD XLSMXS

MULTICAM® BLACK

The LWF™ 2.0 is a lightweight mid-layer fleece that pulls its weight 

year-round, thanks to its design that keeps it light, packable, and 

warm. Built to provide insulation in cold environments, the highly 

breathable Polartec® Power Stretch Pro® fleece material allows for 

uncompromised shape retention. The fabric’s 4-way stretch enables 

unrestrained movement, and its wicking properties lifts moisture away 

from the body for faster evaporation during high activity. The collar 

is lined with a suede material for warmth and the sleeves feature a 

thumb loop cuff, low profile exterior and interior pockets. The athletic 

fit allows it to be worn comfortably under our ATO™ MID LOFT JACKET or 

hardshell outer layer. The LWF™ 2.0 can also be worn as an outer layer 

in milder temperatures. Made in the US from US materials.

1 2

3 6

FEATURES

Fleece lined collar

Continuous underarm panel

Low profile bonded zipper pocket

Internal zippered chest pocket

Integrated thumbhole at sleeve cuff

Zippered hand pockets with stowable zipper pull

1

2

3

4

6

5
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HALFJAK™ 2.0
1

2

3
4

DESIGN
The HALFJAK™ 2.0 takes your favorite things from its predecessor and 

adds some upgrades. The HALFJAK™ 2.0 helps you stay warm and 

dry while avoiding overheating during movement and granting access 

to critical gear on the plate carrier. Enhancements include jump-

tested shoulder pass-through pockets that give access to underlayers, 

and thumb loop cuffs that keep sleeves in place and fit over and 

under gloves. Hooks clip to vests with a new J Hook that offers 

secure attachment. Made with ClimaShield™ Apex insulation, it is 

exceptionally light, packable, and warm. Now available in MultiCam® 

Alpine. Made in the US from US materials.

R. GREENMULTICAM® BLACK

COLORS

SIZES

3XLG 2XMD XLSMXS

MULTICAM®

ALPINE

1 2

3 4

FEATURES

Collar with roll out hood

Shoulder pass through

Shock cord hem

Thumbloop cuff

1

2

3

4

5

6

Zipper opening w/ storm flap

J hooks secure jacket to armor webbing
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SMOC™

3

1

COLORS

Purpose built for multi-day recce missions, the SMOC™ (Special 

Missions Operations Coat) is designed to provide combat-specific 

weather protection and allow storage of critical gear. Constructed 

from a durable water repellent ripstop nylon shell and fully lined 

to provide warmth and wind protection. Designed with thumb loop 

cuffs, an elastic crotch strap and a shock cord cinchable waist to 

ensure proper fit and security. Our custom Field Expedient buttons 

are easily accessible with gloves and can be replaced without 

the need for sewing. Seamlessly integrates with the COMPACT 

ASSAULT GHILLIE and accepts our AIRFLEX FIELD KNEEPAD in 

the elbow pad pocket. Fit is oversized to layer over a uniform or 

baselayer and a midlayer top in cooler temps. Made in the US from 

US materials. 

DESIGN

SIZES

3XLG 2XMD XLSMXS

MULTICAM® R. GREEN BLACK

N
E

W

1 2

3 4

FEATURES

Roll-up hood

Integration with Compact Assault Ghillie

Accepts Airflex Field Kneepads in elbow pad pocket

Elastic crotch strap

Handwarmer pockets

1

2

3

4

5
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LOFT JACKET™

3

1

2

MULTICAM® R. GREEN BLACK

COLORS

Our LOFT JACKET™ offers the right amount of functionality to be 

an ideal solution for most cold days and nights while remaining 

light and minimal enough to be worn comfortably under nearly any 

shell (such as our FIELDSHELL 2™) as conditions worsen. The outer 

fabric is Nano STX™ treated to shed water and snow. Midweight 

ClimaShield® insulation for versatility and packability. The fit is 

athletic for wear under shells, if you prefer a loose fit, choose one 

size larger. Made in the US from US materials.

DESIGN

SIZES

3XLG 2XMD XLSMXS

1 2

3 4

FEATURES

Helmet-sized, single-layer hood stows in collar

Stretch cuffs with integrated thumb loops

Jacket stows into built-in pocket forming a handy pillow

Nano STX™ treatment sheds rain and snow

1

2

3

4

5

6

Two exterior zip pockets and three large interior zip pockets

ClimaShield® insulation for extreme performance and packability
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FIELDSHELL 2™

MULTICAM® R. GREEN BLACK

COLORS

The FIELDSHELL 2™ is a versatile and refined soft shell jacket that offers 

significant utility in almost any weather. Our lightweight, 4-way stretch 

laminate with Nano STX™ creates a highly breathable and extremely 

wind/rain resistant outer garment. Packability, clean lines, and refined 

features are the hallmarks of this garment. Unique, armor-friendly extra-

long pit zips allow easier access and more ventilation than traditional 

vents when wearing armor. Pair with our LWF JACKET™ or LOFT JACKET™ 

for colder weather. Made in the US from US materials.

DESIGN

SIZES

3XLG 2XMD XLSMXS

1

2

4

3

1 2

3 4

FEATURES

Soft-lined collar and zipper placket for added comfort

Low-profile bicep pockets

Inner stretch cuff baffles keep the wind out

Extra-long armor-friendly pit zips

Base fabric is an extremely weather resistant and lightweight 
4-way stretch Nano STX™ laminate with wicking knit interior face

Versatile intermediate body length—compatible with our 
LWF Jacket™ and our Loft Jacket™

1

2

3

4

5

6
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WINDLINER™

MULTICAM® R. GREEN BLACK

COLORS

Extremely light and packable jacket that offers outstanding wind 

and weather resistance in a handy featherweight package. The 

WINDLINER™ folds into its own single mesh-lined cargo pocket. 

Perfect for packing light and countering unpredictable weather 

conditions. Made in the US from US materials.

DESIGN

SIZES

3XLG 2XMD XLSM

1

3

2

FEATURES

Stirrup thumb cuffs

Folds and stores into single mesh-lined cargo pocket on sleeve

Stowable hood

Featherweight, high-performance Nano STX™ treated fabric

Soft-lined collar and zipper placket for added comfort

Elastic-bound hem

1

2

3

4

6

5

1 2

3
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MULTICAM® BLACK

COLORS

SIZE
One size fits all

The SKULLCAP™ is a fitted, 3-panel cap, cut for maximum coverage 

and situational awareness. It keeps your ears warm and doesn’t 

block your peripheral vision. Made from a custom fabric that allows 

MultiCam® to be printed directly onto the fleece, this light-weight 

Polyester/Spandex blend retains warmth while stretching to 

comfortably fit most heads. It’s light enough to fit under a helmet, 

but warm enough to be worn alone. One size fits all. Made in the 

US from US materials.

DESIGN

SKULLCAP™

1 2

3 4

FEATURES

Eyelets for eye protection

Flatlock internal seams for comfort

Lined earband for additional warmth

Polyester/Spandex blend printed fleece

1

2

3

4

1
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2
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COMPACT ASSAULT GHILLIE™

MULTICAM®

COLOR

Snipers aren’t the only people on the battlefield who benefit from 

concealment. The COMPACT ASSAULT GHILLIE™ is a lightweight, 

low-bulk concept in assaulter concealment. It’s light and small 

enough to carry with you or wear full-time. Laser-cut 3D shapes 

physically break up the most visible human outline—the head and 

shoulders. Removable rear dual-layer panel folds forward to conceal 

a long gun or binoculars. The open-cut and featherweight materials 

allow massive airflow and prevent overheating. Stuff sack mounts to 

MOLLE or a belt. Made in the US from US materials.

DESIGN

SIZES

LG 2XMD XL

FEATURES

Packs into baseball-sized pouch for compact stowage

Laser-cut 3D shapes

Removable dual-layer cape

1

2

3

1

3

3
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SAMPLE TEXT

JPC 2.0™ MARITIME
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AVS™ DETACHABLE FLAP 

SOLD SEPARATELY

JPC 2.0™

MULTICAM® COYOTE R. GREEN BLACK

COLORS

The JPC 2.0™ is a lightweight and minimal armor vest designed for maximum 

mobility, weight savings, and packability. At just over one pound for the 

entire carrier, the JPC 2.0™ offers a variety of configuration options to suit an 

operator’s needs in terms of protection, modularity, and comfort. It features 

our SKELETAL CUMMERBUND™ system with our Integrated Attachment 

System that allows pouches to be mounted on both the inside and outside 

of the cummerbund. This system sheds unnecessary weight and bulk while 

improving overall ventilation. Made in the US from US materials.

DESIGN

SIZES

LGMD XLSM

NOTE:
  • PLATE SIZING CORRESPONDS TO CARRIER SIZE

  • SAPI PLATE CUT SHOWN, ALSO AVAILABLE IN SWIMMER PLATE CUT

1

3

4
2

MULTICAM®

ARID
MULTICAM®

TROPIC
MULTICAM®

BLACK

1

4

3

5

FEATURES

Easy 2-step emergency doffing capability

Hidden vertical webbing loops on front carrier supports 
detachable chest rigs

High performance stretch material that allows for plates of 
varying thickness

Zippers along the sides of the back carrier for zip-on panels

Low-profile cummerbund attachment that provides maximum 
adjustability and allows for chest expansion as needed

1

2

3

4

5
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JPC 2.0™ MARITIME

AVS™ DETACHABLE FLAP

SOLD SEPARATELY

MULTICAM® COYOTE R. GREEN BLACK

COLORS

SIZES

LGMD XLSM

1

3

2

NOTE:
  • PLATE SIZING CORRESPONDS TO CARRIER SIZE

  • SWIMMER PLATE CUT SHOWN, ALSO AVAILABLE IN SAPI PLATE CUT

1

5

2

6

FEATURES

The JPC 2.0™ MARITIME is a lightweight and minimal vest designed for 

maximum mobility, weight savings, and packability. At just over one pound for 

the entire carrier, the JPC 2.0™ MARITIME offers a variety of configuration 

options to suit an operator’s needs in terms of protection, modularity, and 

comfort. It features our SKELETAL CUMMERBUND™ system with our Integrated 

Attachment System that allows pouches to be mounted on both the inside and 

outside of the cummerbund. This system sheds unnecessary weight and bulk 

while improving overall ventilation. Made in the US from US materials.

DESIGN

Mesh construction for immediate draining during 
maritime operations

Easy 2-step emergency doffing capability

Padded ventilation on interior panels of the vest for added comfort

Drag handle that supports up to 400 lbs

Low-profile cummerbund attachment that provides maximum 
adjustability and allows for chest expansion as needed

Zippers along the sides of the back carrier for zip-on panels

1

2

4

5

6

3
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LVSLVS™

COLORS

The LVS™ system sets a standard for concealable body armor. 

Our proprietary 3D forming technology allows us to shape the vest 

to directly match the contours of the human body delivering an 

unprecedented level of concealment and comfort. The LVS™ base 

vest requires no external carrier at all. A wide range of optional 

covers allow the same armor panels to be quickly swapped between 

vest configurations. The LVS™ armor is NIJ IIIA Certified. 

Made in the US from US materials.

DESIGN

SIZES

MLMD LGSM LL XLLXL 2XL

GRAY

PAT. WWW.LWPATENTS.COM

2

4

3

FEATURES
Our proprietary IAV (Insert As Vest™) architecture 
dramatically reduces bulk and printing

3D formed armor panels match the human body—
delivering enhanced comfort & concealment

Base vest includes 2 built-in pockets suitable for radio, 
rifle mag, pistol,or pistol mags

Anti-microbial fabrics used throughout

Wide range of optional carriers allow one system to 
economically cover many roles from low-vis to overtly tactical

NIJ IIIA Certified

Proprietary forming technique eliminates crumpling of armor

1

2

3

4

6

7
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COVERT COVERTACTICAL COVER COVERT COVER (MAG POUCH) OVERT COVER OVERT COVER (MAG POUCH)

PLATE HOLDER 6X6 SIDE CARRIER SET 6X9 SIDE CARRIER SET 6X9 SIDE PANEL SET6X6 SIDE PANEL SET

6X6 TACTICAL SIDE 

CARRIER SET

6X9 TACTICAL SIDE 

CARRIER SET

6X9 TACTICAL SOFT 

ARMOR POUCH SET
ZIP-ON PANEL ADAPTOR

6X6 TACTICAL SOFT 

ARMOR POUCH SET
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ADAPTIVE VEST SYSTEM (AVS)™

MULTICAM® R. GREEN BLACK

COLORS

AVS™ HARNESS, 

AVS™ STANDARD PLATEBAGS

AVS™ BASE CONFIGURATION

The AVS™ is a revolutionary system that quickly configures as 

anything from a low-vis rig to a fully armored load-bearing vest 

and everything in between. Changing calibers? Simply switch out 

your front mag panel. Switching load-outs? Quickly slide off your 

modular pouches without unweaving them. Shifting threats? Just 

add or remove armor panels without having to modify your gear 

load-out. Varying missions? Configure it as a load-bearing vest for 

recce work and switch right back to a fully-armored configuration 

with ease. Made the in US from US materials.

DESIGN

AVS™ HARNESS, AVS™ 1000 PACK, AVS™ DETACHABLE CHEST RIG

AVS™ RECCE CONFIGURATION

AVS™ HARNESS, AVS™ STANDARD PLATEBAGS, 

AVS™ 3-BAND SKELETAL CUMMERBUND™, 

AVS™ DETACHABLE FLAP - M4, AVS™ 6”× 6” SIDE 

ARMOR CARRIER SET, AVS™ MBITR POUCH

AVS™ ASSAULT CONFIGURATION AVS™ PLATE CARRIER CONFIGURATION
AVS™ STANDARD PLATEBAGS, AVS™ 2-BAND 

SKELETAL CUMMERBUND™

PAT. WWW.LWPATENTS.COM

COYOTE

FEATURES

Highly configurable to meet mission needs

Easily customizable to suit user preferences

Continually expanding catalog of components

Custom lightweight hardware

1

2

3

4
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AVS™ 2-BAND SKELETAL 

CUMMERBUND™ 

AVS™ 3-BAND SKELETAL 

CUMMERBUND™ 

AVS™ 6”× 6” SIDE ARMOR

CARRIER SET

AVS™ 6”× 9” SIDE ARMOR

CARRIER SET

AVS™ DETACHABLE FLAP, M4AVS™ DETACHABLE FLAP, MOLLE AVS™ DETACHABLE FLAP, 7.62 AVS™ DETACHABLE FLAP, M4 FLAT

PAT. WWW.LWPATENTS.COM

AVS™ STANDARD PLATEBAGSAVS™ HARNESS AVS™ SWIMMER CUT PLATE 

POUCH SET

AVS™ MBAV PLATE POUCH SET

AVS™ MBITR POUCHAVS™ PADDED YOKEAVS™ 1000 PACK AVS™ DETACHABLE CHEST RIG

AVS™ HARNESS PAD SETAVS™ CUSTOMIZATION KIT AVS™ EXTENDABLE StKSS™ AVS™ PADDED SHOULDER COVERS
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AVS™ DETACHABLE CHEST RIG

MULTICAM® COYOTE R. GREEN BLACK

COLORS

SIZE
One size fits all

The AVS™ DETACHABLE CHEST RIG is a multi-purpose chest rig 

capable of being used with various components of the AVS™ 

SYSTEM. This unique system allows the user to be able to carry a 

variety of components comfortably to include a ballistic plate.

The AVS™ DETACHABLE CHEST RIG also features a front opening 

zipper, which allows for easy don and doff of the system when fully 

loaded. Made in the US from US materials.

DESIGN

3

1

4

2

FEATURES

Front outboard mag-pouches can be set up to hold a radio

Side plate pocket is designed to hold a 6”x 6” standalone plate

Two integrated pistol pockets on each side hold a wide 
range of pistols with or without a light

Holds virtually any size ballistic plate with stowable top flap

Four front pouches can hold two 5.56 mags, one 7.62, or 
one MBITR

Front opening zipper

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

3

2
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1 2

PAT. WWW.LWPATENTS.COM

AVS™ PADDED YOKE

MULTICAM® COYOTE R. GREEN BLACK

COLORS

SIZE
One size fits all

Our AVS™ PADDED YOKE allows you to turn the AVS™ CHEST RIG into 

a standalone chest rig. The yoke can also be used in conjunction 

with any of our AVS™ PLATE BAGS to form a modular vest with 

a padded neck and shoulder area. It can also be used as a 

comfortable load-bearing means of adding support for 

any of our belts. Made in the US from US materials. 

DESIGN

FEATURES

Padded for long wearing comfort

Balanced geometry distributes weight evenly on the body

Versatile mounting points allow it to be used on many systems

Drag handle

1

2

3

4

3 4
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AIRLITE® SPC™

DESIGN

SM

SIZES

LGMD XL

The AIRLITE® SPC (STRUCTURAL PLATE CARRIER) offers all the 

lightweight mobility of our JPC™ while allowing the structural load 

support of our AVS™ & CPC™. The AIRLITE® SPC™ is an ideal choice 

for all environments including maritime. It pairs with our patented 

AIRLITE® STRUCTURAL CUMMERBUND system that allows pouches to 

be mounted on both the inside and outside of the cummerbund. 

Also, our SPS POUCHES can simply slide onto the cummerbund 

without “molle-ing” them. Made in the US from US materials.

MULTICAM® COYOTE R. GREEN

COLORS

BLACK

NOTE:
  • PLATE SIZING CORRESPONDS TO CARRIER SIZE

  • SAPI PLATE CUT SHOWN, ALSO AVAILABLE IN SWIMMER PLATE 

FEATURES
Made from AIRLITE®, our patented lightweight, strong, 
water-shedding material

Easy 2-step emergency doffing capability

Continuous 3D mesh interior panels for maximum comfort 
and ventilation

Compatible with our zip-on panels

Compatible with all our removable front flaps

Vertical webbing loops on front carrier to support  
detachable chest rigs

Low-profile cummerbund attachment allows chest expansion 
and provides maximum sizing range.

1

2

3

4

5

6
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AIRLITE® STRUCTURAL CUMMERBUND

SIZES

The AIRLITE® STRUCTURAL CUMMERBUND provides rigidity and 

structure for supporting vest system with STKSS™. It offers two 

rows of MOLLE for mounting pouches and can be used with AVS™ 

pouches and AVS™ plate pouch set. Made in the US from US materials.

DESIGN

XLLGMDSM

MULTICAM® COYOTE R. GREEN

COLORS

BLACK

AIRLITE® DETACHABLE FLAP, MOLLE

MULTICAM® R. GREEN

COLORS

Crye Precision’s AIRLITE® DETACHABLE FLAP, MOLLE brings a level of 

performance with its ultra-strong lightweight material. The multi-

functional flap attaches to the JPC 2.0™, AVS™ and provides three 

rows for attaching your favorite piece of kit. Backed with 

mil-spec VELCRO® brand hook ensures your front flap will always 

stay secure. Made in the US with US materials.

DESIGN

BLACK

SIZE
One size fits all

COYOTE

FEATURES
Strong lightweight composite allows for supporting carrier 
weight off of shoulders with StKSS™

Dual sided attachment points allow for attachment pouches 
on the inside and outside of cummerbund

Internal loop provides a secure attachment of AVS™ style 
slide on pouches

Low profile easy to grab handle provides capability of 
quickly doffing

Compatible with AVS™ plate bag system

1

2

3

4

5

FEATURES
Durable AIRLITE® laminate provides for attachment of 
MOLLE pouches with minimal bulk and weight

Drain holes at bottom

Top tabs allow for quick secure and low profile 
means of attachment

Side loops allow for attachment of 1” side release 
quick attach buckles

Bottom snap with pull tab provides secondary means of 
securing flap

Works with JPC 2.0™ and AVS™ platebags

1

2

3

4

5

6
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The AIRLITE® CONVERTIBLE CHEST RIG is a lightweight multi-

functional load carriage platform designed for maximum flexibility, 

weight-savings and packability. At just under one pound, the 

AIRLITE® CONVERTIBLE CHEST RIG offers a variety of configuration 

options to suit varying operational needs. The front panel can 

attach to the included shoulder harness or to the front of a vest 

using the included quick attach system. Our patented AIRLITE® 

construction sheds weight and while improving overall ventilation. 

Made in the US from US materials.

PAT. WWW.LWPATENTS.COM

AIRLITE® CONVERTIBLE CHEST RIG

DESIGN

COLORS

MULTICAM® COYOTE R. GREEN BLACK

SIZE
One size fits all

FEATURES

Total system weight less than one pound

Strong and breathable AIRLITE® laminate

Easily attached to harness or front of carrier via 
1” quick release buckles

Highly adjustable. Front, back and side adjustment straps

Removable retainer straps on shoulders

Integrated elastic pockets on back of chest rig allows for 
carrying magazine or radio

Strong, lightweight, breathable harness with multiple 
attachment points at shoulders

1

2

3

4

6

5
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CAGE PLATE CARRIER (CPC)™

MULTICAM® COYOTE R. GREEN

COLORS

The CAGE PLATE CARRIER (CPC)™ offers unsurpassed comfort 

and load support in a low profile plate carrier configuration. 

It is releasable and accepts soft and hard armor inserts (sold 

separately). Designed from the ground up to take full advantage 

of our revolutionary StKSS™ SYSTEM that transfers the vest weight 

to the wearer’s hips. The CPC™ built-in cummerbund is designed 

to accept our soft armor panels and 6”x 6” plates. CPC™ PLATE 

BAGS (sold separately) stretch to accommodate different plate 

thicknesses and have integrated magazine and admin pouches. 

Made in the US from US materials.

DESIGN

NOTE: PLATE BAGS SIZED INDEPENDENTLY: 

MUST BE ORDERED SEPARATELY FROM THE CARRIER

SIZES

LGMD XLSM

1 2

3 4

FEATURES

Easy emergency doffing capability

Accepts optional side armor inserts

Integrated mag, radio, and admin pouches

All parts are interchangeable with 
CAGE Armor Chassis™ components

1

2

3

4

3

2

1
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COYOTE

LOW PROFILE CHEST RIG

MULTICAM® R. GREEN BLACK

COLORS

SIZE
One size fits all

The LOW PROFILE CHEST RIG is a simple method for carrying gear 

close to the body. Intended for use under an outer garment. Our 

dual-layer SKELETAL CUMMERBUND™ allows items to be mounted 

on the inside face and held tightly against the body. Stretch back 

allows for chest expansion while still keeping gear held tight. Zip 

front for easy don/doff. Made in the US from US materials.

DESIGN

1 2

3 4

PAT. WWW.LWPATENTS.COM

FEATURES

Highly configurable pouch layout

Zip front for easy don/doff

Holds gear close to body for concealment 
under an outer garment

Lightweight construction

1
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3
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STRETCH DETACHABLE FLAP

SIZE

The STRETCH DETACHABLE FLAP adds a level of versatility while 

securing your vest. Heavy elastic provides solid retention of 

magazines and removable shock cord allows user to have a speed 

reload pouch or use as a retention pouch. Semi-rigid tabs on front 

allow for easy one-handed insertion of magazines. Made in the US 

from US materials.

DESIGN

One size fits all

MULTICAM® COYOTE R. GREEN BLACK

COLORS

PAT. WWW.LWPATENTS.COM

1

4

2

5

FEATURES

Heavy duty Mil-Spec elastic

Versatile format carries 5.56 and 7.62 magazines, radios and 
other mission critical items

Semi-rigid tabs at opening for one handed insertion of mags

Removable elastic cord with pull tabs for item retention

Highly adjustable rear attachment works with JPC™, 
AVS™ and LVS™ Tactical Carrier
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2

3

4
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STRETCH CUMMERBUND

1 2

3 4

MULTICAM® COYOTE R. GREEN BLACK

COLORS

SIZES

The Crye Precision STRETCH CUMMERBUND adds a level of comfort 

and gear access to your carrier. Heavy duty elastic accommodates 

5.56 and 7.62 magazines, radios and other mission critical items 

and provides a snug custom fit on the wearer. Semi-rigid tabs at 

openings allow for one handed mag insertion. Retention cords are 

removable for fast access. Made in the US from US materials.

DESIGN

SM/MD LG/XL

FEATURES

Heavy duty Mil-Spec elastic

Carries magazines radios and other mission critical items

Wraps onto self for compact stowage of JPC™

Removable elastic cord with pull tabs for item retention

Semi-rigid tabs at opening for one handed insertion of mags

Highly adjustable rear attachment works with 
JPC™, AVS™ and LVS™ Tactical Carrier
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AVS™ EXTENDABLE 

StKSS™ SHOWN

ADJUSTABLE

HEIGHT

Our STRUCTURAL KINETIC SUPPORT SYSTEM (StKSS)™ allows a 

wearer to selectively transfer some or all of the weight of their 

armor vest to their hips. EXTENDABLE StKSS™ allow the wearer’s 

shoulders and spinal column to be completely isolated from the 

weight being carried. Instead, the weight is transferred directly to 

the pelvis (hip bone) and legs. The effect is unmistakable, and the 

benefit is undeniable to those familiar with what wearing a 

less than 50 lbs. vest for months on end does to your lower back.  

Made in the US from US materials.

DESIGN

TAN BLACK

COLORS

AVS™ EXTENDABLE StKSS™

CPC™ EXTENDABLE StKSS™

SIZE
One size fits all

EXTENDABLE StKSS™

FEATURES

Extremely simple and lightweight

Designed to reduce back fatigue

Highly flexible and easy to use

Very little impact on range of motion

Available for all sizes of AVS™, CPC™, and Chassis™

Does not limit the vest’s emergency-release capability

Adjusts on the fly for perfect fit
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ARMOR COMPONENTS + ACCESSORIES

CONTOURED DELTOID ARMOR SET
Our CONTOURED DELTOID ARMOR uses our proprietary 

3-Dimensional forming process to provide seamless 

NIJ IIIA compliant ballistic coverage around the entire 

upper arm and shoulder. Integrates well with nearly any 

tactical vest. Ample VELCRO© loop for patches.

MODULAR TRAP ARMOR SET
The TRAP ARMOR provides the same ballistic protection 

(Level IIIA) that is in our LVS™ series vest and is 

designed to be easily attached to the AVS™,  JPC 2.0™, 

CPC™ and LVS™ TACTICAL VEST.

MODULAR BALLISTIC COLLAR
The Crye MODULAR BALLISTIC COLLAR provides 

ballistic protection and is designed to be easily 

attached to the AVS™, CPC™ and LVS™ TACTICAL VEST.

3
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ABDOMEN PANEL™

Our ABDOMEN PANEL™ adds soft armor coverage and a 

load carriage area below the front plate bag. 

It also incorporates a pocket for rifle-protective 

upgrade plates. It is compatible with most military and 

commercial body armor vests currently in use. Exceeds 

IBA and USASOC frag and handgun requirements.

LOWER ABDOMEN PROTECTION PANEL™

Our LAP PANEL™ adds more soft armor coverage and 

load carriage area. It also incorporates two pockets 

for rifle-protective upgrade plates. It is compatible 

with most military and commercial body armor vests 

currently in use. Exceeds IBA and USASOC frag and 

handgun requirements.

E-DOFF EXTENSION
The E-DOFF EXTENSION enchances the use of E-Doff 

handle when wearing bulky gloves. The cord system 

attaches easily and securely while the slim profile 

allows the handle to be placed behind or in front 

of the shoulder strap. 

CPC™ SIDE SOFT ARMOR INSERT
These soft armor panels add side protection to the 

CPC™ and JPC™*. Exceeds IBA and USASOC frag and 

handgun requirements. Size 1: 6” x 10.5”, 0.50 lbs. 

Designed to fit SM/MD CPC™. Size 2: 6” x 11.5”,  

0.52 lbs. Designed to fit LG/XL CPC™. Sold individually. 

Made in the US from US materials.

*Compatible with JPC™ when equipped with optional  
side long armor pouch.

PLATEBAG SOFT ARMOR INSERT
Soft armor panel for use with non-standalone 

plates. Exceeds IBA and USASOC frag and handgun 

requirements. Sold individually. Made in the US from 

US materials. Sizes SM–XL.

SIDE SOFT ARMOR INSERT
These soft armor panel is sized to fit behind 

6”x 6” or 6”x 9”armor plates. 

Size 1: 6” x 6”. Size 2: 6” x 9”. 

Exceeds IBA and USASOC frag and handgun 

requirements. Sold individually. 

Made in the US from US materials

IIIA SIDE ARMOR INSERT™

IIIA Side Armor Insert™ provides Level IIIA ballistic protection in a variety of coverage areas and is designed to fit the MODULAR SIDE ARMOR CARRIER (MSAC)™ and 

legacy side armor pouches. The insert is offered in 6 sizes and are sold individually. Made in the US from US materials.

NEW
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The MCS™ (MINIMALIST CARRY SYSTEM) LOAD RATED BELT is a versatile 

platform designed for comfort, mobility, and support for heavy gear. The semi 

rigid contoured shape allows for an ergonomic fit ideal for extended wear. The 

belt has been independently tested to meet the static and dynamic strength 

requirements of EN 358 (fall prevention test standard). Its slim design reduces 

weight but is wide enough to incorporate MIL-SPEC webbing on the outer face 

to provide a stable duty or range load out platform. Low profile hook on the 

inside ensures a secure attachment to the MCS™ INNER BELT or any other 

loop style inner belt. Made in the US with US materials.

FEATURES

Independently tested to meet static and dynamic strength requirements 
of EN 358. (Fall prevention test standard, 2000 Edition)
Two-piece pull through adjuster buckle forged in AL-7075 T6 
aluminum with hard anodized coating

Slim, flexible design

Load bearing front anchor loop for easy access lanyard attachment

Easily attach MOLLE pouches

Quickly attaches/detaches to loop style inner belts
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MCS™ LOAD RATED BELT

DESIGN

MULTICAM® COYOTE R. GREEN BLACK

COLORS

SIZES

LGMD XLXS SM

PAT. WWW.LWPATENTS.COM
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The MCS™ (MINIMALIST CARRY SYSTEM) BELT is a versatile platform 

designed for comfort, mobility, and support for heavy gear. The semi rigid 

contoured shape allows for an ergonomic fit ideal for extended wear. Its slim 

design reduces weight but is wide enough to incorporate MIL-SPEC webbing on 

the outer face to provide a stable duty or range load out platform. Low profile 

hook on the inside ensures a secure attachment to the MCS™ INNER BELT 

or any other loop style inner belt. The quick release buckle allows for quick 

donning and doffing. Made in the US with US materials.

DESIGN

PAT. WWW.LWPATENTS.COM
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MCS™ DUTY BELT
FEATURES

Slim, flexible design

Quick release buckle

Quickly attaches/detaches to loop style inner belts

Easily adjustable for comfortable fit

Compatible with drop and waistband holsters

Accommodates MOLLE pouches

Contoured shape with internal padding for maximum comfort
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R. GREENMULTICAM®

COLORS

BLACKCOYOTE

2

SIZES

LGMD XLSM
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DESIGN
The MCS (Minimalist Carry System) INNER BELT™ offers high 

adjustability, comfort, and maximum support in a lightweight package.  

Its dual adjuster tab design allows the wearer to finetune the fit. The belt 

features a low profile semi-rigid contoured design that prevents pinching, 

even when supporting drop leg or IWB holsters. It comes equipped with 

a side release buckle but can be configured with the included G-Hook 

buckle for a very low profile setup. It is also compatible with the magnetic 

FIDLOCK V-Buckle (sold separately). Lastly, the MIL-SPEC VELCRO® on 

outer face provides an unbeatable platform for a secure fit when pairing 

with an outer belt. Made in the US with US materials.

FEATURES

Lightweight low-profile design

Contoured shape for maximum comfort

Ambidextrous tab adjusters for customizable fit

Drop leg and IWB holster compatible

1” MIL-SPEC webbing connection points for multiple buckle options

Belt width: 1.625”

Mates securely with an outer belt
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MCS™ INNER BELT

MULTICAM® COYOTE R. GREEN BLACK

COLORS

PAT. WWW.LWPATENTS.COM

SIZES

LGMD XL 2XXS SM
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The AIRLITE® SLC BLAST BELT provides comfortable support in a low profile 

contoured package allowing for a streamlined fit while reducing weight 

using Crye’s new AIRLITE® material for mounting pouches. Available in 

either a ballistic (SLC BLAST BELT) or non-ballistic (SLC BELT) version. Side 

flaps with snaps allow for quick and easy attachment and removal of drop 

holster systems. The AIRLITE® SLC BLAST BELT is compatible with Crye 

Precision’s suspenders. Made in the US from US materials.

DESIGN

PAT. WWW.LWPATENTS.COM
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AIRLITE® SLC BLAST BELT
FEATURES

Made with AIRLITE® material for mounting pouches

Low profile, contoured for streamlined fit

Front snap allows ease of attaching and removing drop 
holsters on side of belt

Back inside center loop for inner belt retention

Compatible with Load Rated Belt (LRB™), the MCS INNER 
BELT, or any belt less than 2” in width.

Removable inner belt

Side support pockets allow for StKSS™ use

Horizontal webbing loops for inner belt stability

Removable dual density foam laminate with composite for support
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SIZES

LGMD XLSM

R. GREENMULTICAM®

COLORS

BLACKCOYOTE
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RANGE BELT™

SIZES

LGMD XLSM

COLORS

MULTICAM® R. GREEN BLACKCOYOTE

The RANGE BELT™ is a stable and comfortable platform that works 

great as a duty/gun/gear belt; flexible for comfort but sturdy enough 

to support a holster and other heavy gear. Wear alone, over a  

VELCRO® inner belt, or use as an insert in our MRB™.  

NOT LOAD RATED. Do not use for rappelling or as a safety restraint 

of any kind. Failure to adhere to those use and safety warnings may 

result in serious injury or death. Made in the US from US materials.

DESIGN

PAT. WWW.LWPATENTS.COM

1 3

54

FEATURES

Quick release hardware allows for easy don and doff

Pre-curved shaping for better fit and added comfort

Low profile padding adds comfort for long term wear

3 ways to wear: wear alone, over a VELCRO® belt or as an 
insert in our MRB™

Lined with low profile VELCRO® for integration with our 
MRB™ Inner Belt
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MULTICAM® COYOTE R. GREEN BLACK

COLORS

The AVS™ LOW PROFILE BELT offers the same lumbar support and 

stable load carriage platform as our ballistic (BLAST™) belts, but 

with a non-ballistic insert. Designed to work in combination with the 

AVS™. It can also integrate seamlessly with our AVS™ StKSS™ LOAD 

SYSTEM. Non-ballistic but can accept our LOW PROFILE BELT™ SOFT 

ARMOR INSERT. Made in the US from US materials.

DESIGN

SIZES

LGMD XLSM

AVS™ LOW PROFILE BELT

PAT. WWW.LWPATENTS.COM
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FEATURES

Drop leg holster slots

Built-in StKSS™ compatible pockets

Dual-adjust locking buckle

Elastic stow loops
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FEATURES

Multiple pistol mounting options (on INNER BELT, on OUTER 
COVER and on OUTER BELT)

OUTER BELT can be replaced with our Range Belt™

Ergonomically shaped for long wearing comfort

Extremely light and low bulk

INNER BELT functions on its own as a great ultra-low-profile 
pants belt (no bulky hardware)

MOLLE compatible OUTER COVER opens easily on both sides 
to accommodate holsters
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MODULAR RIGGER’S BELT (MRB)™ 2.0

DESIGN

MULTICAM® COYOTE R. GREEN BLACK

COLORS

SIZES

LGMD XLSM

PAT. WWW.LWPATENTS.COM

1 2

4 6

Our MRB™ 2.0 is a lightweight, low-profile belt system that 

comfortably carries your critical gear. It’s a lot more versatile than 

a typical rigger’s belt and a lot less bulky than a load carriage belt.  

It’s configurable in multiple ways to facilitate your unique needs. 

Wear INNER BELT attached to the OUTER COVER for a very stable and 

integrated set-up. Or you can wear the INNER BELT as separate  

low-profile pants belt for quick donning & doffing of your  

load-out outer belt. Made in the US from US materials.

3

1
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ASR™ LANYARD
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The ASR™ (ADJUSTABLE SAFETY RESTRAINT) LANYARD is designed to be 

used in conjunction with a load rated belt as a travel restraint during 

transit in aircraft. The ASR™ LANYARD quickly and easily adjusts from 

18” to 30” and is officially approved for use by USSOCOM. Made in 

the US from US materials.

DESIGN

COLORS

BLACK

SIZE
One size fits all

FEATURES

Carabiner with single-hand operation

Emergency release from belt under tension

Length adjustable from 18-30 inches

Quickly and easily adjusted while being worn

Meets or exceeds USSOCOM safety lanyard specifications

Made in the US from US materials
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AIRFRAME™ ATX HELMET

The AIRFRAME™ ATX is our law enforcement focused ballistic 

helmet—designed to offer the same advantages of our original 

AIRFRAME™ HELMET while meeting IIIA ballistic requirements. 

The unique overlapping shell design of the AIRFRAME™ creates an 

integrated vent that provides passive cooling and can reduce the 

damaging effects of explosive blast waves. Each AIRFRAME™ HELMET 

features an Ops-Core® H-Nape Head-Loc™ retention system for 

unmatched stability, comfort, and ease of adjustment. Up armoring 

the AIRFRAME™ with ballistic ear or face protection is simple and 

fast (see our EARS™ and CHOPS™ for more info). All helmets and 

components are compatible with common ear-pro systems like 

Peltors® and Sordins®. Made in the US from US materials.

DESIGN

COLORS

TAN BLACKO.D. GREEN

SIZES

LGMD XL

FEATURES

Revolutionary vented shell design for passive cooling

Meets IIIA ballistic requirements

Covers more of wearer’s nape than traditional designs

Modular ear and face protection available

Includes 3/4” pads

Modular ARC Rail™ system available (O2 compatible)

Can be pre-drilled at factory for 3-hole or 4-hole NVG mounts 
(configuration compatible with Ops-Core® and Wilcox® 
3-hole mounts)
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The AIRFRAME™ ballistic helmet sets standards in protection, 

comfort, and modularity. Complete AIRFRAME™ HELMETS weigh 

less than complete ACH 2002 helmets while providing more 

coverage area. The AIRFRAME™ was developed with a mandate to 

dramatically reduce headborne weight while exceeding common 

frag threats. A complete medium AIRFRAME™ HELMET weighs 

only 2.30 lbs., and the large weighs a mere 2.55 lbs. The unique 

overlapping shell design of the AIRFRAME™ creates an integrated 

vent that provides passive cooling and can reduce the damaging 

effects of explosive blast waves. Each AIRFRAME™ HELMET 

features an Ops-Core® H-Nape Head-Loc™ retention system for 

unmatched stability, comfort, and ease of adjustment. Up armoring 

the AIRFRAME™ with ballistic ear or face protection is simple and 

fast (see our EARS™ and CHOPS™ for more info). All helmets and 

components are compatible with common ear-pro systems like 

Peltors® and Sordins®. Made in the US from US materials.

DESIGN

COLORS

TAN BLACKO.D. GREEN

SIZES

LGMD XL

AIRFRAME™ HELMET
FEATURES

Revolutionary vented shell design for passive cooling

Covers more of wearer’s nape than traditional designs

Lightweight design: MD 2.30 lbs.  |  LG 2.55 lbs.  |  XL 2.75 lbs.

Modular ear and face protection available

Includes 3/4” pads

Modular ARC Rail™ system available

Can be pre-drilled at factory for 3-hole or 4-hole NVG mounts 
(configuration compatible with Ops-Core® and Wilcox® 
3-hole mounts)
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AIRFRAME™ ACCESSORIES

Easily attached and removed with one hand, EARS™ 

offer scalable and modular ear-protection. EARS™ are 

compatible with nearly all common ear-pro (Peltors®/

Sordins®) and provide simple lightweight ballistic 

protection that doesn’t compromise communication, 

hydration, or situational awareness. EARS™ use the 

same attachment system as CHOPS™.

EARS™

Easily attached and removed with one hand, CHOPS™ 

offer mission-tailorable maxillofacial protection. 

CHOPS™ provide simple, lightweight ballistic protection 

that doesn’t compromise communication, hydration, 

or situational awareness. CHOPS™ use the same 

attachment system as EARS™.

CHOPS™

Based on the Ops-Core® ARC Rail™ Architecture, 

this system allows any number of accessories to be 

mounted to the helmet. Includes an attachment for an 

oxygen mask, NVG-retention bungee cords, and cable 

management tie-downs. The Ops-Core® ARC Rail™ 

system is used under license from Ops-Core® Inc.

RAILS™

COLORS

TAN BLACKO.D. GREEN

COLORS

TAN BLACKO.D. GREEN

COLORS

TAN BLACKO.D. GREEN

  • 2 front shapes

  • 2 side shapes

  • 2 top shapes

  • 1 back shape

KIT INCLUDES

Here’s a simple and clean way to attach strobes, battery 

packs, LEDs, propellers—whatever you want. Custom 

shapes lay flat and look way better than trying a DIY job 

on your helmet. Made in the US from US materials.

AIRFRAME™ VELCRO® BRAND FASTENER KIT
Allows the 3M™ PELTOR™ ARC ADAPTERS to fit with our 

AIRFRAME™ RAILS™. These adapters also maintain 

compatibility with existing ARC rail geometry, and can 

be used interchangeably. Simple installation replaces 

the original mounting hardware, allowing Peltor™ 

ear-protection to be used with the AIRFRAME™ HELMET. 

Only available in black. Sold as a pair.

 Made in the US from US materials.

PELTOR™ ADAPTER SET
The STOCKPAD™ creates a high-friction interface 

between CHOPS™ and rifle stock, providing greater 

stability while sighting. Each pack contains one 

adhesive-backed STOCKPAD™ and alcohol wipe for 

cleaning surface area before application. Left or right 

side available. Only available in black. 

Made in the US from US materials.

STOCKPAD™ FOR CHOPS™

PAT. WWW.LWPATENTS.COM
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AIRFRAME™ HELMET

WITH OPTIONAL 

ACCESSORIES
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NIGHTCAP™

MULTICAM® BLACK

COLORS

Solving the problem of wearing NVGs when you don’t need a 

helmet, the NIGHTCAP™ is great for low-vis needs, general recce 

work, and even hunting. Stuff it in your pocket until needed and 

then just clip your NVGs in for a lightweight and stable option when 

a helmet is not needed. Packs down to practically nothing. Feels 

like wearing a baseball hat. Simple, adjustable, and breathable. 

Compatible with all current 3-hole and 4-hole NVG mounts (not 

included). Made in the US from US materials.

DESIGN

SIZE
One size fits all

FEATURES

The NIGHTCAP™ BATTERY POUCH mounts to the rear VELCRO® 

brand panel of the NIGHTCAP™ and provides a general purpose 

pouch for holding NVG battery packs. It is ideal for battery packs 

that do not mount well with adhesive backed hook fasteners, or 

for users who prefer their battery packs to sit much lower on the 

NIGHTCAP™. A cable pass through is provided at the lower right 

corner and aligns with the integrated cable management of the 

NIGHTCAP™. Made in the US from US materials.

DESIGN

MULTICAM® BLACK

COLORS

SIZE
One size fits all

FEATURES

Cable routing channels

Mounts directly to the nightcap with 
VELCRO® brand fasteners

Padded structural support for NVG mount

Cable routing pass-through

Highly adjustable headband and chin strap

Internal VELCRO® brand loop panel keeps 
battery packs from shifting

No helmet needed to use NVGs

Holds a variety of battery packs up to 
4.25” x 3.5” x 1.25”

Battery pack attachment

Stable and comfortable

Simple low-profile chin strap
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NIGHTCAP™ BATTERY POUCH
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A

B

MULTICAM®

COLOR

Same base design as the AIRFRAME™ HELMET COVER, but with 

the addition of a laser-cut hole in front panel. This allows for 

easy removal of helmet cover without unscrewing NVG mount.

AIRFRAME™ HELMET COVER CUTOUTB

The AIRFRAME™ HELMET COVER helps camouflage the helmet 

and provides points to attach items such as NVG battery 

packs, IR tape, strobes, etc. Finely tailored to avoid interfering 

with the ventilation of the helmet. It includes multiple 

attachment options for local vegetation/jute. Attaches with 

included VELCRO® brand hook-and-loop straps.

AIRFRAME™ HELMET COVERA

NOTE: SIZING CORRESPONDS WITH HELMET SIZING

SIZES

LGMD XL

AIRFRAME™ HELMET COVERS

PAT. WWW.LWPATENTS.COM
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INTRODUCING THE
EXP VENTURE BAG™
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The EXP VENTURE PACK™ is the perfect traveling companion for your clothing 

and equipment needs. The main flap doubles as a garment bag allowing 

for easy packing and protection of suits or uniforms. The integrated shoe 

compartment provides a space to keep your shoes or dirty clothes away 

from the main interior. Stowable reinforced pack straps and removable 

shoulder strap allow for multiple carry options. A durable 1000D Cordura® 

exterior and abrasion-resistant bottom will ensure your contents are always 

protected. Made in the US from US materials.

DESIGN

FEATURES

Durable abrasion resistant 1000D Cordura® exterior fabric.

2650 cu.in.  

Meets airline carry-on size 22” x 14” x 9” and can compact to 
smaller size.

Integrated garment bag with stretch panels. 

Opens fully for easy packing and visibility. 

Three carry options: backpack, shoulder bag or with handle.

Built-in shoe compartment.

Abrasion-resistant bottom reinforcement. 

Stowable reinforced pack straps. 

Top access panel.

Fold-down/removable side bolsters allows for maximum 
adjustability.
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MULTICAM®

COLORS

MULTICAM®

BLACK
BLACK GRAY
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The EXP 1500™ PACK is a sleek low-profile pack that is highly 

adaptable to support the changing demands of your day or mission. 

It can quickly expand to add 500 cubic inches of extra volume. 

It can also extend to carry items up to 27” long. The EXP 1500™ 

PACK is designed to have a clean uncluttered appearance with 

no outwardly glaring military features, blending well into urban 

environments as an everyday use bag while still offering maximum 

tactical utility. Made in the US from US materials. 

H: 18.75” (27.75” Extended) W: 12.5” D: 7.25” (11” Expanded)

DESIGN

EXP 1500™ PACK

2

1

COLORS

MULTICAM® R. GREEN BLACKGRAY

3
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FEATURES

Full perimeter (lay-flat) opening allows easy access to contents and 
offers all the benefits of both a top-opening and side-opening bag. 

Fleece lined pocket fits medium to small sized tablets 
(H: 11” W: 8”)

Top access laptop storage (H: 12.25” W: 19.75”)

EXP™ PACK MOLLE INSERT (sold separately) for attaching 
pouches and gear

Extends to carry items up to 27” long

Integrated expansion feature adds 500 cubic inches of volume

Removable sternum strap
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The EXP 2100™ PACK is the larger version of our EXP 1500™ PACK 

with a few additional features. It’s a clean low-profile pack that’s 

highly adaptable to support the changing demands of your day 

or mission. The EXP 2100™ can be quickly expand to add 900 

cubic inches of extra volume. It can also extend to carry items up 

to 29” long. The EXP 2100™ ’s sleek uncluttered appearance has 

no outwardly glaring military features, blending well into urban 

environments as an everyday use bag while still offering maximum 

tactical utility. Made in the US from US materials.

H: 21” (29” Extended) W: 12.5” D: 9.25” (12.75” Expanded)

DESIGN

EXP 2100™ PACK

2

1

3

COLORS

MULTICAM® R. GREEN BLACKGRAY
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1 2

3 4 

FEATURES

Full perimeter (lay-flat) opening allows easy access to contents and 
offers all the benefits of both a top-opening and side-opening bag. 

Fleece lined pocket fits medium to small sized tablets 
(H: 11” W: 8”)

Top access laptop storage (H: 12.25” W: 19.75”)

EXP™ PACK MOLLE INSERT (sold separately) for attaching 
pouches and gear

Extends to carry items up to 29” long

Removable waist belt

Integrated expansion feature adds 500 cubic inches of volume
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AVS™ 1000 PACK

MULTICAM® COYOTE R. GREEN BLACK

COLORS

The AVS™ 1000 PACK is a lightweight assault pack designed to 

provide users with a variety of access and attachment options. 

Made in the US from US materials.

DESIGN

1

PAT. WWW.LWPATENTS.COM

FEATURES

Bottle holder designed for .75 L bottle and smaller

3 row by 3 column external MOLLE panel

Removable frame sheet

Two ports for tube and cable routing

Holds ballistic plate up to XL

Three medium-sized pockets with exterior access

Stow bars for attaching 1, 2, or 3 band cummerbunds

Externally sewn compression straps

Adjustable and removable sternum strap

One inward-expanding medium-sized pocket

Hydration bladder sleeve

Main zipper pulls designed to connect to secure 
around UHF antenna
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AVS™ SELF-ACCESS
Low-profile option that’s well-suited for quickly 

accessing pack contents and easy don/doff

AVS™ SEMI-FIXED
Low-profile option for carrying items that don’t require 

immediate access while retaining easy don/doff access

FIXED (PLATE BAG)
Replaces the rear plate bag of either the AVS™ or JPC™: 

accommodates all ESAPI and swimmer-cut plate sizes

STANDALONE
Geared toward everyday use as a lightweight  

backpack with detachable sternum strap

MOLLE-ATTACH
Allows the user to secure the pack to any PALS 

platform with a 4-row by 6-row area available

PAT. WWW.LWPATENTS.COM
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An extremely lightweight, water-repellent pack cover that offers 

concealment when you need it and stows compactly when you 

don’t. Elastic draw-cord built into the hem allows for adjustability 

to fit various size packs. Offered in two sizes, MEDIUM will fit 

packs up to 2,100Cu in (34L). LARGE will fit packs up to 4,500Cu 

in (73L). Made in the US from US materials.

DESIGN

LIGHTWEIGHT ALPINE PACK COVER™

COLORS

MULTICAM®

ALPINE

EXP 2100™ PACK

SOLD SEPARATELY

SIZES

LGMD

PAT. WWW.LWPATENTS.COM

FEATURES

Folds and stores into built-in stowage pocket

Durable Marathon-H100™ water repellency treatment

Elastic draw-cord in hem to tailor fit for varying pack sizes
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POUCH ZIP-ON PANEL 2.0

NOTE: SIZING CORRESPONDS WITH PLATE BAG SIZING

SIZES

SM/MD LG/XL

COLORS

MULTICAM® COYOTE R. GREEN BLACK

PAT. WWW.LWPATENTS.COM

FEATURES

Snap closure top opening keeps tools from shifting

2 side-access mag pockets

Built-in expandable hydration/bolt cutter pocket

Quick zip-on/zip-off attachment

Dedicated GP pouch configuration—compatible with 
SPS™ pouch inserts
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A panel of preconfigured pouches that zips to rear platebag. 2 VELCRO® 

lined GP pockets across the top, a wide GP pouch in the middle, and 

fold-flat wide GP pouch on the bottom. Features a built-in hydration/

bolt cutter pocket and 2 side access mag pockets. 4 hidden flat pockets 

are located behind GP pouches. Compatible with CHASSIS™, CPC™, 

AVS™, and JPC™ 2.0. Made in the US from US materials.

DESIGN

6

23

MULTICAM®

ARID
MULTICAM®

TROPIC
MULTICAM®

BLACK

NEW NEW NEW
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Simple, versatile pack that zips to rear platebag and stretches to 

hold essential supplies. Several handy internal and external pockets. 

Streamlined no-snag design is not too big and not too small. 

Features a built-in hydration/bolt cutter pocket and 2 side access 

mag pockets. Compatible with CHASSIS™, CPC™, AVS™, and JPC™ 2.0.  

*ALSO AVAILABLE IN MARITIME. Made in the US from US materials.

DESIGN

MULTICAM® COYOTE R. GREEN

COLORS

NOTE: SIZING CORRESPONDS WITH PLATE BAG SIZING

SIZES

SM/MD LG/XL

PACK ZIP-ON PANEL 2.0

PAT. WWW.LWPATENTS.COM

BLACK

FEATURES

Snap closure top opening keeps tools from shifting

2 side-access mag pockets

Wide opening for easy access

Built-in expandable hydration/bolt cutter pocket

Quick zip-on/zip-off attachment
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MULTICAM®

BLACK

NEW NEW NEW
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MOLLE ZIP-ON PANEL 2.0

A quick attach/detach system to set up dedicated load-

outs. Zips to rear platebag. Rig up a few different panels 

for different types of work and switch quickly between 

them. Features a built-in hydration/bolt cutter pocket. 

Compatible with CHASSIS™, CPC™, AVS™, and JPC™ 2.0. 

Made in the US from US materials.

DESIGN

MULTICAM® COYOTE R. GREEN

COLORS

NOTE: SIZING CORRESPONDS WITH PLATE BAG SIZING

SIZES

SM/MD LG/XL

PAT. WWW.LWPATENTS.COM

BLACK

1

3

FEATURES

Snap closure top opening keeps tools from shifting

Quick zip-on/zip-off attachment
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1

Built-in expandable hydration/bolt cutter pocket3
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MULTICAM®
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COLORS

DESIGN
The AIRLITE® CONFIGURABLE RADIO POUCH adds a level of comfort 

and adjustability when wearing a radio on your carrier. Multiple 

slots on the front and rear allow for a wide range of height 

adjustment and allows the pouch to be used on the operators left or 

right side. Additionally, heavy-duty side elastic and adjustable top 

cord provides a secure fit without interfering with controls on top of 

the radio. The AIRLITE® CONFIGURABLE RADIO POUCH will adjust to 

fit most radios and magazines, including the 152, MBITR and two 

M-4 30 round magazines. Made in the US with US materials.

AIRLITE® CONFIGURABLE RADIO POUCH

PAT. WWW.LWPATENTS.COM

MULTICAM® COYOTE R. GREEN BLACK

SIZE
One size fits all

FEATURES

Made with lightweight durable AIRLITE® material

Compatible with all VELCRO® front flap designs

Vertically adjustable bottom allows height adjustment for a radio

Front buckle can be removed and replaced with shock cord/
hook tab retention

Heavy duty durable side elastic holds radio securely

Fits 152, MBITR or two 30 round M4 magazines

Ambidextrous design allows pouch to be attached to the left or 
right side of carrier
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Fewer pouches, more options. We’ve 
created a simple lightweight pouch 
system that handles the vast majority 
of all load carriage tasks. SPS pouches 
give you more with less.

SMART POUCH SUITE
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Our Maritime Series pouches offer 
unmatched water-shedding properties.  
The mesh panels engineered into each 
pouch offer a high strength solution 
for maritime operation equipment 
requirements. 

MARTIME SERIES POUCHES
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SMART POUCH SUITE (SPS)™ & 
MARITIME POUCH SUITE (MPS)™ 

MULTICAM® COYOTE R. GREEN BLACK

COLORS

*With optional 12 Gauge 

Insert (SPS-074)

Frag Grenade Handcuffs Five Shotgun Shells1 FRAG POUCH

*ALSO AVAILABLE IN MARITIME

2 5.56-7.62, MBITR POUCH
Two 5.56 30 round 

Magazines
Any 7.62 x 51 

Magazine Up To 25 
Rounds

MBITR Pistol w/ light Smoke Grenade

*ALSO AVAILABLE IN MARITIME

3 152/BOTTLE POUCH
PRC 152 

Radio
Two 25-round SR-25 
(7.62 x 51) or two 

30-round 5.56 Magazines

One 20-round 
7.62 x 51 
Magazine

32 oz. 
Water 
Bottle

One 60-round 
SureFire® 
Magazine*ALSO AVAILABLE IN MARITIME

PAT. WWW.LWPATENTS.COM
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7 ADMIN POUCH Pouch open with Phone Pouch open without Phone

6 GP POUCH 11x6x4
Four Rolled 

Breaching Charges
Jacket or Compact 

Sleeping Bag
M53 Protective Mask

5 GP POUCH 9x7x3
Four 25-round 

7.62x51 
magazines

One 32 oz. Water 
Bottle & Two Rifle 

Magazines

Six 30-round 5.56 
Magazines

*ALSO AVAILABLE IN MARITIME

4 GP POUCH 6x6x3

*With optional 40mm 

Insert (SPS-075)

Five 40mm 
Rounds

6”x 6” MSAP Side 
Plate

ANVS-9, PVS-15, or 
ENVG/Fusion NVG 

systems

Four Double Stack
Full-Size Pistol Magazines

*Two per optional 12 Gauge 

Insert (SPS-074)

*ALSO AVAILABLE IN MARITIME
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PAT. WWW.LWPATENTS.COM

CPC™ STRETCH MAG POUCH
This ultralight pouch allows easy access to two 

magazines without taking up any MOLLE space. Can be 

mounted for bottom or top “pull”. Fits most 5.56 mags.

MBITR RADIO POUCH SET
Designed to carry one MBITR-sized radio or two mags. 

This pouch attaches via VELCRO® brand hook-and-

loop under the front flap of a vest. Ideal for the JPC™. 

Stretches to fit contents. Adjustable ride height. Left 

and right pouch included.

CPC™ STRETCH SIDE PLATE POUCH
This ultralight pouch provides another option for 

carrying a 6”x 6” plate or other small items on a side 

of a CAGE PLATE CARRIER™ (CPC™) or any vest with 

a VELCRO® brand hook-and-loop-receptive interior 

surface. Designed to carry a standalone 6”x 6” plate, 

a low-vis 6”x 6” with a soft backer, or anything small 

that you want to mount behind the cummerbund.

ROLL-UP DUMP POUCH
A lightweight roll-up dump pouch designed to be 

fastened with VELCRO® brand hook-and-loop to the 

lower edge of any of our belts, CPC™, or CAGE ARMOR 

CHASSIS™. Also works great on rear CPC™ PLATEBAGS. 

Use for anything that needs to be stowed quick. Rolls 

up and stores out of the way when not being used and 

doesn’t take up any MOLLE room.

SIDE-PULL MAG POUCH
A perfect way to carry and access two mags. Front 

carry is compatible with all vests that have a front 

VELCRO® brand flap. Rear carry is ideal for rear CPC™ 

PLATEBAGS. Fits most 5.56 mags.

JPC™ LONG SIDE PLATE POUCH SETJPC™ SIDE PLATE POUCH SET
Each pouch holds one standalone 6”x 6” plate or one 

low-vis 6”x 6” and a soft armor backer. It attaches 

directly to the front plate bag or can be woven onto the 

SKELETAL CUMMERBUND™. Stretches to fit contents. 

Left and right pouch included.

This pouch set allows the use of our soft armor panels 

with your JPC™. It also holds most 6”x 6” plates. Simply 

attach the pouch to the interior MOLLE loops on the 

SKELETAL CUMMERBUND™ for added coverage. The rear of 

the pouch can be positioned between the wearer and the 

rear plate to allow for proper fit and adjustment.*ALSO AVAILABLE IN MARITIME

POUCHES AND ACCESSORIES

FB/40MM POUCH™

Durably constructed from laser-cut AIRLITE®, this pouch offers superior strength and reliability as well as quick access 

to flashbang and 40mm grenades. With single, double and triple pouch options available, the FB/40MM POUCH™ is a 

versatile and secure carry solution.

NEW
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MODULAR SIDE ARMOR CARRIER (MSAC)™

The MODULAR SIDE ARMOR CARRIER (MSAC)™ features a revolutionary attachment system. Using our strong, lightweight AIRLITE® material with unique tab and slot 

geometry, a superior connection is provided without the potential failure that conventional snaps might have. Interior stretch fabric provides for a form fit that allows for 

carrying soft and hard armor plates. The MSAC™ attaches securely to the JPC™, AVS™ and skeletal cummerbunds. 5 size options provide all the overlap and coverage 

needed in a side armor system. Sold as a pair. Made in the US from US materials.

NEW

6x6 6x9 6x11.5

6x166x14

ATTACHING TO JPC™/ SPC™ ATTACHING TO CUMMERBUNDATTACHING TO AVS™

MSAC™ to be attached to the left or right side of carrier 

Available in 5 sizes: 6x6, 6x9, 6x11.5, 6x14 and 6x16

Compatible with JPC™/ SPC™ 

Compatible with AVS™

Compatible with our skeletal cummerbund system
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MAGCLIP®

TAN BLACK

COLORS

The MAGCLIP® provides options for carrying and using magazines. 

Ideal for applications where low visibility, rapid access, or 

additional capacity is needed. Unique clip design allows many 

carry options: inside the waistband, on a belt, on MOLLE webbing, 

or inside a cummerbund. MAGCLIP® is great for quick-access 

mags, adding mags wherever you have space or low-vis missions. 

Compatible with most 5.56 magazine types including GI mags, 

Magpul® PMAGS™ and EMAGS™ and HK® mags. 

NOTE: CURRENT MAGCLIP® IS NOT COMPATIBLE WITH MAGPUL® 

PMAG® GEN M3™ MAGS.

DESIGN

GUNCLIP™

KHAKI BLACK

COLORS

The GUNCLIP™ is an entirely new approach to carrying and 

deploying a handgun. Any light, any suppressor, any platform, any 

orientation, any situation. Its small size means minimal weight 

and space is taken up when not in use. A single adjustment 

sets rotation (360°) and securely clamps the mount to almost 

any platform (belt or MOLLE). Fits belts up to 2” tall. Currently 

available for all GLOCK® 17, 19, 22, and 23 pistols. Right hand 

mount. Made in the US from US materials.

DESIGN

PAT. WWW.LWPATENTS.COM

FEATURES

Allows use of nearly any light, suppressor, and/or sight

Mount is compatible with all MOLLE platforms and 
belts up to 2” tall

Quickly opens by unsnapping the retention tab while 
reaching for handgun

Retention flap immediately releases and weapon can be 
instantly detached

Simple, one-handed operation to re-secure handgun

Single adjustment sets rotation angle (360°)
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FEATURES
Low-profile design mounts to MOLLE platforms and does not 
interfere with other mags when nested

Does not interfere with mag-well

Belt mount capable

Versatile design allows magazine to be easily concealed and/or 
clipped to a wide variety of surfaces for quick and easy access
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We believe in America and we take pride in doing things 

the right way. This is why we are committed to American 

manufacturing. We believe a country that forgets how great 

things are made soon forgets the things that made it great.

We are headquartered in the historic Brooklyn Navy Yard in 

New York City. This is the same yard that launched some of 

America’s most important warships, from the USS Ohio in 

1820 to the USS Missouri in 1944, on whose decks WWII 

was officially ended September 2, 1945. We take pride in 

continuing the Yard’s multi-century legacy of building the 

best for our fighting men and women. We work very hard to 

produce the best tools available and we do so right here in 

the heart of America’s most celebrated city.

We’re growing every year and continually reinvesting in 

our personnel, our facilities and our processes to help 

fortify and expand our manufacturing base. We owe our 

success to our team and to our customers—people who 

share a deep appreciation for the value of an authentic, 

innovative product. While we may only be a small portion 

of the US economy, we’re confident the positive ripple 

effect of supporting domestic manufacturing extends far 

beyond us. By making our products with the level of care 

and craftsmanship that can only be achieved by keeping 

it close, we’re doing our part to build and maintain a 

knowledge base that might otherwise be lost. This is all 

part of doing things the right way. As long as our customers 

continue to demand innovative and high-quality domestic 

manufactured products we’ll continue the effort to provide 

the best gear available—all made right here in America.

OUR COMMITMENT TO AMERICAN MANUFACTURING
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Crye Precision LLC

Brooklyn Navy Yard

Building 128B

63 Flushing Ave Unit 252

Brooklyn, NY 11205

P 718–246–3838

F 718–246–3833

sales@cryeprecision.com

www.cryeprecision.com

CONTACT

If a defect in materials or workmanship is found in any of our products, we 

will repair or replace it, free of charge, for the lifetime of the product. This 

excludes normal wear and tear. Be aware that the customer is responsible for 

any and all return shipping charges. This applies to the original purchaser and 

is nontransferrable.

WARRANTY

Crye Precision designs and manufactures truly innovative equipment for 

America’s fighting forces. We are proud and honored to serve our customers' 

needs. We spend as much time as we can with users, continuously 

incorporating their experience and feedback into the gear. We give them our 

full support and are indebted to them for their service and their sacrifice. We 

make uncompromising gear for uncompromising individuals. We work hard to 

provide smart, high-performance, long-wearing gear for people who demand the 

best. We make all of our gear in America from American materials. Every item 

is designed to help you perform better.

ABOUT US

We try very hard to keep the information in our catalogs as accurate and up 

to date as possible. However, errors may occur that may sometimes result in 

inaccurate information being displayed. This includes, but is not limited to: 

product description, images, sizing information, and availability. Additionally, 

we are constantly updating products based on user feedback from an evolving 

battlefield. Some product features may vary from what is displayed in the 

catalog. This catalog is meant to serve as a useful guide and commerce tool. 

Crye Precision is not responsible for any errors or discrepancies. Item designs 

are subject to change.

ACCURACY

It is against Federal Law for a person convicted of a violent felony to purchase 

or possess body armor. In addition, various states also have laws restricting 

the purchase or possession of body armor by persons convicted of certain 

felonies, other crimes of violence, or drug crimes. By purchasing body armor, 

you acknowledge and certify that (I) you have no felony convictions, (II) you 

have not been convicted of any other crime that would restrict your ability to 

purchase or possess body armor under any Federal or State law, (III) you do not 

intend to use the body armor for any criminal purpose and (IV) you are over 18 

years old. Crye Precision reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to refuse to 

sell body armor to any person. Additionally, the sale of body armor to residents 

of Connecticut is restricted to in-person sales, unless the sale is made to certain 

law enforcement or military personnel. We require that all orders of body armor 

be accompanied by a government issued photo identification.

BODY ARMOR
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